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I tried to compile sources in fresh install of Debian Lenny (in virtualbox) with KDE 3.5, adding
packages 1 by 1 until make finished successfully. (starting with "build-essentials" to have make)
After adding couple of libs it compiled ok, make install did work just as readme predicted, so it's
ok.
As some newbie to [C++, compilation with make, linux] I would be maybe in quite a trouble, to
recognize that I'm missing dev libraries, and to find the proper library package in Synaptics
(default package manager) just from #include error message. For me it was very straightforward
and easy, but maybe we should include some list of needed packages for most common distros.

I tried to compile several example/reference/uppsrc packages to see if I will hit default "all static"
build method, but it didn't happen anywhere, all the time just "SHARED" (OK).

I found some minor problems with SqlCommander (wrong case in include, and linking asking for
libmysql even when NOMYSQL flag is used), adding patch to fix it.

And at last, I'm attaching two open file dialogues, 1st is from U++ DbfView, other from native
KWrite app.
I understand why U++ is not using native controls in such cases, but the visual difference is quite
big AND the U++ dialog looks quite bad, including some little graphics glitches:

vs

Maybe in such case (the U++ look is far from native widgets) the U++ should instead of bad native
mimicking switch to it's best theme (probably some from windows world?) and stick to it.

File Attachments
1) upp_linux_compilation_fixes.patch, downloaded 379 times
2) DbfViewOpenFile.PNG, downloaded 936 times
3) KWrite_Open_Dialog.PNG, downloaded 934 times
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